Request for Permission by Ball State University to Reproduce and Distribute a Work Created for a Classroom Assignment and Owned by a Student

I ___________________________________________________________ hereby authorize
(Printed Student’s Name)

Ball State University the two, non-exclusive rights to reproduce and distribute a digital copy of my classroom assignment:

(Printed Description and/or Title of the Student Work, Hereafter Referred to as “My Work”) (Use Back if Needed)

for use on and via Ball State University’s Username and Password protected servers. It is understood that My Work will not be sold, copied or distributed in any other way without additional permission from me. Furthermore, My Work will be accessed via the server only for educational purposes and/or educational information including accreditation review by authorized Ball State University faculty in colleges and departments.

As a student, I understand that my name and any other attributions I designate will be cited with My Work along with any contact information I choose to provide. I further indicate that by signing this Permission to Reproduce and Distribute Form that I am authorized to grant reproduction and distribution rights to My Work.

_____________________________________________________________________
(Signature of the Student)

_____________________________________________________________________
(Today’s Date)

_____________________________________________________________________
(Signature of Witness)

_____________________________________________________________________
(Today’s Date)

Signed Original to Ball State University
Signed Copies to Student and Course Instructor

The BSU Copyright for Students Page provides additional information on intellectual property rights for students:

http://cms.bsu.edu/Academics/Libraries/CollectionsAndDept/Copyright/CopyrightStudents.aspx
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